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Dear Andrew
Review of Survey Fees
Survey fees are paid by cadastral surveyors when lodging surveys for LINZ examination,
pursuant to the schedule contained in the Cadastral Survey (Fees) Amendment Regulations
2011.
A review of these fees was commenced by LINZ in the early part of 2016, which appears
to have not yet concluded. We note that the recently released “Briefing to the Incoming
Minister for Land Information” (Page 10) makes note of the need for the Minister “to make
decisions related to LINZ’s current policy initiatives, for instance regarding the outcome of
reviewing third party fees (fees paid for our services).”
We also understand that current fees paid, significantly over-recover actual costs of LINZ’s
provision of these services. (The Survey and Title Memorandum Account was $44 million
in surplus as at 30 June 2016. Source: LINZ Four Year Plan: 2017-2021). Broadly
speaking, LINZ survey examination fees for a simple two-lot subdivision survey are around
$1000 (additional fees are payable to LINZ for issue of title), and generally equate to 1020% of survey costs. This directly feeds into the price of land and housing.
Context - Background
Surveyors have not been slow to uptake digital spatial technology and conditionally
supported Government’s direction in moving to a digital environment in the late 1990’s.
The introduction of Landonline almost 20 years ago has benefits for cadastral surveyors,
landowners, the Crown and downstream users of spatial cadastral information.
However, the positive effects of the introduction of Landonline should not be overstated.
It was accompanied by centralization and loss of direct access to technical specialists, a
large loss of institutional knowledge and highly skilled staff in the plan examination area,
and loss of ready access to many historic records.
Moreover, it has not lead to any significant reduction in the cost of cadastral surveys to
surveyors or their clients. The work now required by surveyors to integrate their work into
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the cadastre often outweighs any cost benefits from the introduction of Landonline. The
costs required for training, computing upgrades, searching and printing, and compliance
with additional standards and rules, in conjunction with a more formal, less pragmatic
process has led to considerable increase in cost.
On 1 July 1998, LINZ increased fees for cadastral transactions to pay for the “designing
and building of the automated system, and conversion of existing paper records”. This fee
increase was accepted by surveyors over the four-year set-up phase of Landonline, on the
promise of lower fees after the system was implemented.
The attached LINZ Landonline Fact Sheet 1 dated May 98 (Page 3) quoted above, makes
most interesting reading. The benefits of insignificant plan approval times (24 hours) and
cheaper fees sold to surveyors at that time, have never been consistently delivered. We
would invite you to compare the initial promise with the current outcomes.
Fees were significantly reduced with the introduction of Landonline but with difficult
economic conditions in the late 2000’s, transaction volumes fell by nearly 50% and
examination fees more than doubled with the introduction of the Cadastral Survey (Fees)
Amendment Regulations 2011.
Transaction volumes soon rebounded and we understand that fees collected now
considerably exceed costs. We believe that more reasonable fees need to be struck.
Public Good - Downstream Users
Cadastral surveyors now play an important role in upgrading the accuracy of the spatial
cadastre. This work relates to digital capture of all cadastral surveys and ultimate
integration of that work into the official cadastral record (Landonline), almost always in
substitution for poorer quality work.
That work often involves considerable additional cost and time, in exception processing
and node matching, and is often the source of survey requisition. The work is funded by
the clients of cadastral surveyors, or cadastral surveyors themselves.
This upgrading has positive public good outcomes. It makes the cadastral fabric much
more useful for all spatial purposes including those of Central, Regional and Local
Government. Third party users can acquire the data and enhance that data for any specific
purpose, for distribution or on-sale. The data also has considerable value to future
landowners (beyond the current client) and for future surveys.
LINZ prides itself in issuing this cadastral spatial data free of charge via its LINZ Data
Service. Yet large long-term accuracy gains in the data are funded by Cadastral Surveyors
and their clients. Cadastral fees struck need to fairly display significant discounting to
reflect the long-terms benefits to the many and varied end users in line with s7(2)(c) of
the Cadastral Survey Act 2002 (CSA). Cadastral surveyors and their clients should no
longer be required to subsidise bulk users of spatial cadastral data.
Requisition Fee
We recognise that there is a cost of rework, when deficient cadastral surveys are submitted
to LINZ. There are however other tools available to LINZ in audit, or referring continuing
poor work by lodging surveyors to the Cadastral Surveyors Licensing Board.
Cadastral surveys are complex. They often contain many hundreds or thousands of
individual pieces of information. An error in any one may trigger the need for a cadastral
survey to be requisitioned by LINZ. Surveyors use their professional experience in
understanding the law, and in interpreting often very old surveys and figures on poorly
imaged plans.
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The implementation of the Rules for Cadastral Survey 2010 generated high levels of
requisitions. This can be attributed to their poor drafting, understanding, and the
introduction of a range of unhelpful terminologies, all reflected (now) in LINZ’s long
overdue project to review the Rules.
We understand requisition rates are still around 40%, and highly competent expert
surveyors receive requisitions. Seldom in recent experience are they about land definition
issues, as opposed to integration issues into the cadastre. Requisitions fees therefore
poorly target surveyors who do the poorest work, but are a burden on all. They often
reflect the complexity of the work submitted. Invalid requisitions are often not contested
(based on additional cost) when in fact there is good reason for original decisions.
Requisitions also often reflect the understanding and competence of LINZ staff.
We do note the efforts recently to email surveyors on minor matters (such as amendments
to survey reports) which negates the extra cost of rework.
The plan examination process itself (for which fees are paid) is largely unknown to cadastral
surveyors. It would appear some risk-based approach is being applied, despite the same
fees being paid for all submitted surveys.
Surveyors and LINZ staff have a common goal of ensuring the cadastre is as accurate and
efficient as possible. Surveyors do not deliberately introduce mistakes into their work.
The requisition (resubmission) fee antagonises that relationship, and creates an adversarial
or confrontational situation where surveyors are subjected to increased cost.
That cost is dealt with differently by individual survey firms. On many occasions, it is
charged to the client anyway (whether a requisition is issued or not, and often without the
knowledge of the client). For many surveyors, the cost is hard to justify to clients (and it
is often after final invoicing) and is borne by the survey practice. Either way, it inflates
the costs of survey and land.
Survey Search Fees
Whilst introduction of Landonline has imaged many survey and title records, office closure
has led to loss of free direct access to historic records. Many records are often required in
conducting an individual cadastral survey, and data costs can be considerable.
Being able to locate records at reasonable cost and time, is an incentive for thorough
searching and lodging error-free work. It is of considerable concern that even search costs
for plans and titles which have been imaged and are available digitally through Landonline
continue to attract fees, this being at odds with government policy on the dissemination of
information at the cost of supply.
It is also of concern that images of survey plans (survey/CSD and title sheets obtained
together, as has occurred for many years) saved via the tree in Landonline at a cost of $5,
have now had the cost doubled to $10 via the Request Product List. This unnotified change
has occurred since June 2017, despite no change to Part 3 of the Land Information New
Zealand (Fees and Charges) Amendment Regulations 2011. This issue has recently been
advised to officials (LINZ ref. CRM:0022873) but without adequate resolution or
explanation to date.
Actions Requested
The above information is provided to you for consideration in setting any fees affecting
cadastral survey. It is also in terms of the State Services Commission target of reducing
business costs from dealing with Government, and LINZ’s focus of becoming a High
Performing Organisation with a “Better Every Day” approach to continuous improvement.
Could you specifically please:
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1. Advise whether it is still LINZ’s intent to reduce approval times (long term goal for
survey approval and issue of title 24 hours) and minimise fees.
2. Confirm that the setting of new fees will more fairly give due regard to the many
and varied users of cadastral survey data (in terms of the CSA).
3. Provide documentation and alternatives for any new proposals for fees so we may
consult our members.
4. Waive (immediate option) or remove requisition fees, include LINZ costs of
requisition compliance in the base fee paid or give due regard to the separation of
survey definition and survey integration items when applying the fee (in order of
preference).
5. Confirm that costs of search items shall be minimised and reflect their actual cost
of provision (and that in the case of already imaged records that this should be
very low/nil when ordered digitally).
6. Urgently investigate changes made to LINZ processes which have resulted in
overcharging when ordering survey plans (survey/CSD and title sheets together)
via the Request Product List in Landonline since mid-2017, and arrange refunds to
all those affected.

Yours faithfully

Pat Sole
President

cc:

Hon Eugenie Sage - Minister for Land Information
Mr Mark Dyer – Surveyor General, Land Information NZ
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